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During the Annual General Meeting held
on March 17, the CHSQ presented its 2011
Awards to some of its volunteers who are
very involved at the heart of our community.

Volunteer of the Year Award
The Volunteer of the Year Award is presented
to a volunteer member of the bleeding
disorders community who has made a
particular contribution to the mission and
various mandates of the CHSQ during the
past year.
For the year 2011, the four recipients of the
Volunteer of the Year Award are:
• Isabelle Blette, for organizing the
2nd Edition of the Sorel-Tracy Bowl-a-thon
• Sylvie Bouchard, for organizing a Bowl-
a-thon in Contrecoeur
• Karine Perrier, for organizing a Bowl-a-
thon in Greenfield Park, including a Shave-
a-thon
• Lisa-Marie Mathieu, for the first Bowl-
a-thon held in the Beauce region.
Including the Montreal Bowl-a-thon, almost
$20,000 was raised through this fundraising
activity.
A heartfelt "Thank you" goes out to our
devoted volunteers and congratulations for
your well-deserved awards!

- G.B.

2011 CHSQ AWARDS

Two of the winners of the 2011 Volunteer of the
Year Award, Isabelle Blette and Sylvie Bouchard,
with CHSQ President, François Laroche
Absent from the photo: Karine Perrier and
Lisa-Marie Mathieu.

The CHSQ honours its devoted volunteers
Award of Appreciation
This award is presented to an individual,
whether or not the person is a member of the
CHSQ, who has made a significant
contribution to the development of specific
projects within the organization.
For the year 2011, the two recipients of the
Award of Appreciation are:
• Maxime Lacasse Germain
• Patricia Stewart

My friendship with Maxime goes back to
my first summer camps with the CHSQ.
Since he came from far away, little Max
was from Rouyn-Noranda, we never saw
each other apart from at camp.
Unfortunately, during adolescence, we lost
touch with each other. As luck would have
it, one day during an appointment at the
clinic in Sainte-Justine, I recognized my old
friend in the waiting room, a cup of coffee
in his hand. I told him about my volunteer
work with CHSQ and easily convinced him
to join me. In fact, in my opinion, Maxime
wasn't content just to volunteer. Finding
Maxime is possibly my greatest achievement
for the CHSQ! Young parents know him
mainly for his role as the first director of
the new summer camps specially designed
for hemophiliacs. He has been an integral
part of the CHSQ Board of Directors and
has also given a great deal to young people,
being at the heart of the Youth committee
that he presided at the National level.
The problem with a person like him is that
he can never say "No"! So while Maxime is

taking a break, this is a good time to thank
him for all he's done in such a short time!
Congratulations!

- David Pouliot
***

We often told Patricia how much we
appreciated the work she did for us but this
award was long overdue. Hemophilia became
part of her life when she met David Page,
started a family and became known as Mrs.
Hemophilia.
Since then she has never stopped contributing
significantly to the achievement of the CHSQ
mission and the well-being of people with
bleeding disorders in Canada and around the
world.
I met Patricia back in 1997 at a CHS parent
conference in Winnipeg. At that time, I was
not aware of  her involvement with our
organization. I knew her as the mother of a
daughter who was a carrier of hemophilia B.
It took me no time to get to know this
wonderful lady and her involvement with the
CHSQ and the CHS. She was the leader in so
many of the initiatives that the CHSQ
undertook. Through the years we worked on
many projects together and became board
buddies, but most  importantly she became
my mentor, my teacher and my friend. I had
to step in Patricia's shoes a few times, for
example,  as chair of the program committee
and another as president of the CHSQ. I will
have a hard time to enumerate every
committee and working group Patricia has
been on, as they are countless. Patricia always
left her signature mark on every one of those

On the left, Patricia Stewart, receiving the 2011 Award of Appreciation
from Mylene D'Fana, CHSQ Treasurer. On the right, David Pouliot,
CHSQ Vice-president, shows the Award of Appreciation given to
Maxime Lacasse Germain (absent during the AGM).

committees and continues to do
so, particularly  in the twinning
programs and women's issues.
In 2007 she received the
Exceptional Service Award at the
national level in recognition of
her exceptional service over a
number of years and for
contributing to the growth and
development of the mission of
the CHS. I felt so privileged to
present Patricia with the Award
of Appreciation for 2011 during
the CHSQ Annual General
Meeting and I want to thank her
again for everything she has
done for our community and for
being my friend. ¡Felicidades
Patricia! §

- Mylene D’Fana
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A WORD FROM THE
EDITOR

To my point of view, the CHSQ
Rencontre 2012, held last March 16
to 18, went incredibly well. The
participation of members in the
workshops and activities was
remarkable. Plus it's always a
pleasure to welcome new families:
welcome to all of you! What's more,
the change in location for our family
weekend, since we opted for the
Centre de villégiature Jouvence in
Orford, changed our routine. The
Price is Right! evening on Saturday
was also great fun, if not
electrifying...

I'd like to announce that during the
course of the Annual General
Meeting (AGM), a new Board of
Directors was elected for 2012-
2013.

It's composed of the following
people:
• François Laroche, President
• David Pouliot, Vice-president
• Mylene D'Fana, Treasurer
• Gérard Morency, Secretary
• Sébastien Bédard, Administrator
• Karen Fahey, Administrator

• Martin Kulczyk, Administrator
• Éric L'Hérault, Administrator
• Pascal Mireault, Administrator

Also, three Designated Directors
will sit on the National Board for
2012-2013, these being Mylene
D'Fana, Sébastien Bédard and
Martin Kulczyk. We will also submit
the candidature of David Pouliot as
a Director-at-Large.

I wish to welcome Sébastien and
Karen among us; your skills and the
interest you showed for improving
the quality of life of your peers will
certainly greatly contribute to the
Board and the organization.

I'd also like to take this opportunity
to congratulate those who were
elected and to thank Marius Foltea
and Maxime Lacasse Germain for
their involvement on our Board of
Directors over the years. I'm sure
that they will find another way to
stay involved in our organization
and may eventually return to the
Board in future.

Finally, I'd also like to thank our
two partners: Ms. France Trudel,
Partenairesanté-Québec Campaign
Coordinator, and Ms. Karine Tardif,
Coordinator for Dreams and
Volunteers with the Children's Wish
Foundation, for their interesting
presentations preceding our AGM.

Happy spring to all! §
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EDITORIAL

indispensible to the success of
our activities. I'd like to take this
occasion to heartily thank them
for their precious collaboration.

I got the opportunity to meet a
large number of the 150 members
of our organization who
participated in the CHSQ
Rencontre 2012 on March 16, 17
and 18, and I realize how much
these families appreciate the
services and activities that the
CHSQ organizes for them.
Through these activities, these
people touched by a bleeding
disorder find the tools that allow
them to live better with the
disease that afflicts them.

I’ve been at this post for nine
months now with the CHSQ
and, from day one, I remain
fascinated by the intensity and
dedication of the many
volunteers who work to achieve
our mission. They are ever-
present when their help is
needed and the support that
they offer has become

We try to respond to your needs
and we're always attentive to
the comments and suggestions
that you offer. We invite you to
take full advantage of the many
initiatives that we organize as
presented in the CHSQ 2012
Annual Program, which you
received last month.

Don't hesitate to use the services
that we offer you and register
for activities and programs that
may interest you. We believe that
you'll feel even better.

Thank you and I look forward to
meeting you during our next
activities. §

READER’S OPINION
Tribute to Paulo

Hello,
My name is Marc-Antoine. For those
who don't know, I have hemophilia,
like Paulo did. I had a special
connection with him. When I talked
about my hemophilia, he
understood me more than other
people. Of course, his life was much
different from mine. I was lucky to
be born after the year 2000,  because
medicine had greatly evolved then.
And Paulo was very happy for  me
that I had this chance that he didn't
have at my age. To know that I
would grow to be healthy, despite
my hemophilia, that I could live a
normal life, without constant pain
and consequences, he was even
happier about that.
When we met, we talked about what
was going on with each other. He
was always happy that all was fine
with me, despite my injuries or
bleeds.

Volunteers: the strength of the CHSQ

by
Charles Vanasse
Executive Director

cvanasse@schq.org

Paulo was more than a confidante
for me, we were blood brothers, as
he got a kick out of saying.

My parents told me that when they
learned I had hemophilia, Paulo
took the time to call them and
comfort them. Being the only one
in our family at that time, he knew
very well that my parents would
have a dark vision of my future. He
invited them to supper and took the
time to reassure them about my
future. He told them that my life
would be marvelous...light-years
different from his, which was never
easy.

Many children have heroes. For
some, it's Batman, Spiderman, the
Hulk or even Superman, but for
me...despite his injuries, diseases,
his heart problems, his fused joints
and his cringing when I saw him
getting up, Paulo was MY hero.

He had made it through a whole
batch of difficult moments; life was
never simple and kind for him, but

he NEVER showed any
discouragement or fatigue.
My parents told me that he gave a
lot of his time to research serving
as a guinea pig, testing new
products. At some point, I realized
he was doing it for me and for all
my friends with hemophilia.
Our doctor, Dr. Rivard, talked to me
about him. He considered him an
extremely intelligent man who
always found a way to be happy and
smile at life. That despite the limits
that his body and his condition
imposed on him, he was a very
strong man. And I think he's REALLY
right. He was the strongest!!!
When I heard he had died, I was very
sad, I had the impression that I'd
lost a brother. But I know he's happy
up there. I hope that, finally, he can
walk without cringing, and even run
and jump like he was never able
to do in his life. Rest in peace,
Paulo. §

Marc-Antoine Germain
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The theme of the CHSQ Rencontre
2012 was: How to get the tools to
make your daily life with a bleeding
disorder easier.
Specific workshops on this theme
were offered: Destination fitness
from the Passport to well-being
Program with Catherine Van Neste,
physiotherapist from the Hôpital de
l'Enfant-Jésus de Québec,
Relaxation and Yoga, with Anne-
Marie Demers from the Centre
Jouvence, Partner in your care,
with François Laroche and David
Page, a discussion allowing
members to express their level of
satisfaction in regards to the care
they receive at their HTC, Youth
Meeting for young people from
15 to 25 years of age, allowing them
to brainstorm about new ideas for
activities to organize during the
year, Grandparents Meeting, to
share and discuss, Meeting for
wives of hemophiliacs, a time to
share little tips that make life easier
and Update on treatment, a session
led by David Page, Executive
Director of the CHS, offering an
overview of recent information
about treatment and products in
development. Catherine Sabourin,
nurse coordinator at the Montreal
Children's Hospital Treatment
Centre, was available throughout
our annual gathering to help
families learning how to infuse or
self-infuse.

CHSQ ACTIVITIES

We've already started off the
season with the publication and
distribution of our 2012 Annual
Program that presents all the
services, programs and activities
we offer you during the course of
the year. 2012 is also the time to
renew your subscription as a
member of the CHSQ. Please make
sure you complete the registration
form you received in the mail or
else register directly on-line on the
CHSQ website.

Activities
in the early 2012

CHSQ Rencontre 2012
Some 150 people attended the
CHSQ Rencontre 2012 that took
place at the Centre de villégiature
Jouvence in Orford March 16, 17
and 18. A majority of participants
took part in the activities and
workshops that were offered. A
successful weekend under sunny
skies, in the heart of the forest and
Appalachian mountains.

gbeauregard@schq.org

by
Geneviève Beauregard
Program
Coordinator

game show. Everyone had a great
time, both participants and the
audience. The volunteer team that
prepared this evening organized a
version almost identical to the
original show and, as a bonus, the
questions asked of participants
touched on subjects directly related
to treatment for bleeding disorders
as well as the CHSQ.
The CHSQ 2012 Rencontre ended
with a magnificent spring day. The
venue for our stay, on the shores of
a lake at the foot of Mount Orford,
was magnificent. If we trust the
comments received from
participants, the location was highly
appreciated. And finally, if you'd
like to send us your suggestions
and comments in order to help
improve our activity for next year,
don't hesitate to contact with me
at 514 848-0666  or toll-free at
1-877-870-0666 local 21, as well
as by email:  gbeauregard@schq.org.
I'd like to thank the speakers as well
as the volunteers Mylene D'Fana,
Nayla-Marie Syriani, David Pouliot,
Sébastien Bédard, Razek Syriani,
François Laroche, Kevin Blanchette,
Emily Blanchette, Christian Pelletier,
Alissa and Alexandra Beauregard
as well as Patricia Stewart for their
dedication to the organization for
this activity. Thank you and until
next year!

An overview of
upcoming activities

World Hemophilia Day
On April 17, the CHSQ will have
some information kiosks set up
during World Hemophilia Day. The
CHSQ will be present at the CHU

2012 is well underway

Les participants

There were lots of
organized activities
while Saturday
evening was reserved
for the CHSQ version
of The Price is Right

Sainte-Justine
treatment centre
and at the CHU
l'Hôpital de
l'Enfant-Jésus in
Quebec City. We'll
also have an
information stand
at the main
entrance to the
building that
houses the offices
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of the CHSQ and, finally, we'll be
present at the National Assembly
in Quebec City while the House is
sitting.

If you'd also like to take part in
World Hemophilia Day by
organizing an awareness activity
in your region or in your workplace,
the CHSQ would be happy to supply
all the materials needed. Contact
us right away so we can
accompany you in your initiative.

Women in Red Get-together
On May 4-5 and 6, women affected
by a bleeding disorder,
symptomatic female carriers and
mothers of girls affected are invited
to participate in a weekend
specially dedicated to them.
This gathering proposes
information workshops,
discussions and exchanges about
bleeding disorders in women as
well as time to relax.
The Women in Red Gathering will
take place in the enchanting
environment of the Manoir du lac
William, in Saint-Ferdinand, in the
Centre-du-Québec region. A few
places are still available.
To register, complete the
registration form available on the
CHSQ website.

1st Mini-camp for children
with inhibitors
Following the success of the activity
in 2011, the CHSQ proposes that
in 2012, young hemophiliacs with
inhibitors have a unique summer
experience specially dedicated to
them. The youngsters are invited
to take part in the 1st Mini-camp
for youngsters affected by
inhibitors, which will take place
from July 26 to 29 (venue to be
confirmed).
This mini-camp will last four days
and be reserved for children only,

allowing participants to experience
the pleasures of summer camp in
the company of their peers and a
health care team along with
experienced counsellors.
The registration form for this
extraordinary activity is available
on the CHSQ website.

41st Edition of the CHSQ
Summer Camp

Youngsters from 5 to 15 years of
age affected by hemophilia or any
bleeding disorder, as well as their
siblings, are invited to attend the
41st edition of the CHSQ Summer
Camp that will take place from
August 5 to 10 at Camp Trois-
Saumons in Saint-Jean-Port-Joli.
This enjoyable week at a summer
camp is filled with activities,
challenges and discovery. The stay
is organized by certified counsellors
and two nurses from a HTC who
accompany the youngsters
throughout the week. Periods for
learning self-infusion are part of
the activities offered to young
campers.
The registration form for this
activity that's so popular with kids
is available on the CHSQ website.

Recruiting assistant camp
counsellors for summer
camp
The CHSQ is presently recruiting
young people from 16 years of age
and up who'd like to live an
enriching experience by

you can send in your candidature
to fill one of the two assistant
counsellor positions this summer.
A basic training session (a few
hours) is given to assistant
counsellors in order to allow them
enjoy their participation in summer
camp even more. The application
form is available on the CHSQ
website.

Youth Activities
The youth group has begun for the
2012 season and two activities are
already on the program within the
next few months. Members of the
CHSQ between 15 and 25 years of
age, the young adults who make
up this group, met last March 17
during the CHSQ Rencontre 2012,
in order to clarify activities it would
like to see happen during 2012.
The group decided to organize a
carwash, at the end of August,
probably on the South Shore of
Montreal, in order to raise funds
for our organization. It was also
decided that a two-day meeting
would take place at the end of
September (September 21 and 22)
in order for young people 15 to 25
years old to meet and share a meal
on the Friday evening and on
Saturday, to take part in a creative
workshop set decorations to help
with preparations for the benefit
show Dance for life.
Young people who weren't present
during the last meeting of the youth
group and who would like to take
part in the activities or who have
other ideas can contact me at
gbeauregard@schq.org. Until then,
follow us on Facebook! §

CHSQ ACTIVITIES (cont’d)

participating in
the annual
summer camp
as a camp
counsellor.
If you're
16 years and
over and you'd
like to take
part in a week
of activities at
the Camp
Trois-
Saumons,
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RARE BLEEDING DISORDERS’ CORNER
Living with severe factor VII deficiency

prevent various bleeds that affected
me. My father was involved in the
Canadian Hemophilia Society -
Quebec Chapter for a few years to
learn about and manage
hemophilia a bit better.
Gradually, I grew up making
conscious choices, whether about
sports that I wanted to play or my
career choice; I had to take my pain
and limits into account. Growing
up, becoming independent,
maturing, realising your dreams,
setting out in life all the while being
obliged to limit yourself...
sometimes it's a bit contradictory.
Looking back, I understand that it's
also a challenge for parents to
accept their child's hemophilia.
Sometimes there's a fine line
between making sure your child
with hemophilia is safe while
allowing your child to live his own
experiences.
Adequate and adapted support
from my family was truly very
important. People around me
helped me live with hemophilia. I
think that as a child with
hemophilia, I needed all these
elements.
On the one hand, a loving and
reassuring presence is important
to develop affection and on the
other hand, independence develops
confidence and an open-minded
view of the world. This balanced
approach gave me confidence and

The CHSQ is an amazing
community that offers a variety of
services to people suffering from
bleeding disorders. To me, the most
beneficial service is offering a
number of occasions, for those
who so desire, to meet and share
with others and so break the
isolation we feel. The simple fact
of no longer feeling alone allows
us to accept our diseases and offers
great comfort.
This is even truer for people
suffering from a rare bleeding
disorder because for these people,
the opportunity to meet, read about
or hear testimonies from people
living with the same diseases as
them are rare. So I thought I'd use
my column in L'Écho du facteur to
tell you about different types of rare
bleeding disorders through
personal stories.
During the last CHS workshop for
rare bleeding disorders, I met
Martin Adam who generously
wrote his story for you to read.

***

I was born in 1972 in Saint-Narcisse
in the Mauricie region. My youth
went fairly well, without any major
bleeds, except for frequent and
large hematomas. My parents and
I learned that I had severe Factor
VII deficiency in 1980, when I was
8 or 9 (in 2011: 36 severe cases are
registered in Canada). The main
symptoms of my disease presented
as spontaneous bleeds in my joints,
especially in my ankles and my
right elbow. Very quickly, the
doctors and hematologists
informed us of the risks of
hemorrhages and bleeds.

From that point on, my parents
intervened so that I developed the
means and mechanisms to protect
myself. My mother supported me
in the corridors of the Centre
Hopitalier Sainte-Marie de Trois-
Rivières during evenings when I
got my plasma transfusions. At that
time, this treatment was used only
when needed to stop a bleed.
Events related to risks of the HIV
and hepatitis B and C viruses were
misunderstood in 1980. The plasma
lessened the pain and reduced my
bleeds, but brought a heightened
risk of transmitting these diseases.
There were two options for us: on
the one hand, we could allow the
bleed to continue without treating
it, causing damage and pain or, on
the other hand, treat the bleed and
take the risk of being infected.
My parents had an agonizing
choice to make at the time, since
the mode of transmission for HIV
was very unclear at that point. I
thank fate for having avoided
contracting HIV and the hepatitis
viruses. I joke about it by saying
that I've won the lottery of life many
times. When I have major pain, I
tell myself I'm very lucky that I'm
still alive.
With the arrival of Factor VII
concentrates when I was an
adolescent, I began prophylactic
treatment, which involves
injections every second day to

by
Sébastien Bédard

echodufacteur@schq.org

Martin Adam has grown up...
Now he's no longer satisfied with enclosed places,

but prefers large expanses...
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A MOMENT TO REFLECT

" The secret to mental and physical health is not to complain
about the past, not to worry about the future and not to expect
problems, but to live in the present in a wise and thoughtful
manner."

Buddha

allowed me to discover the
pleasure of getting together with
my family members.
As an adult, I decided to abandon
prophylactic treatment in order to
self-infuse factor VII concentrates
when needed or, at times, as a
preventive measure, depending on
my activities. At that time I felt the
need to find a reassuring
explanation for the arthritic pain
caused by old bleeds during my
childhood and adolescence. Today,
I'm a social worker at the Rouyn-
Noranda C.L.S.C.. I practice sports
adapted to my condition like biking,

canoeing in summer and a bit of
snowshoeing in winter. I organize
suppers with my friends, I like
travelling and enjoy all the little
things in life, all the while still
aware that my life could have been
turned upside down by HIV in those
plasma bags at the Centre
hospitalier de Trois-Rivières.
I was very privileged to be cared
for by an extraordinary medical
team. Dr. Gaétan Baribeau, from
Trois-Rivières, referred me to
l'Hôpital Sainte-Justine in Montreal
where I was cared for by nurse
Murielle Girard and Dr.Georges-

Étienne Rivard. They offered
support to my parents and me.
Then, nurse Claudine Amesse and
Dr. Jean St-Louis took over my
annual visits. Physiotherapists
Marie Jutras and Nichan Zourikian
gave me good advice for exercises.
When I had accidents and injuries,
the skills and professionalism of
team members offered me
reassurance and lessened my
apprehensions.
I hope that all of you also grow
from your experience.

Martin Adam

RARE BLEEDING DISORDERS’ CORNER (cont’d)

TO MAKE YOUR CHILD'S WISH COME TRUE…

As a person with a bleeding disorder who
requires frequent treatment with the infusion
of blood products, your child is probably
eligible to have a wish come true through
either the Children's Wish Foundation or
Make-a-Wish Canada.
Criteria differ a bit from one organization to
another, but they both have the same
objective: to grant a wish or dream that's
important to your child.

For more details as to admissibility criteria
for each of these organizations, we invite
you to consult the following links:
• for the Children's Wish Foundation:
www.childrenswish.ca/en-ca/wishes
• for Make-a-Wish Canada:
www.makeawish.ca/wish_stories

The CHSQ would be happy to hear about
your children's wishes that are granted… §

- F.L.
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Factors that influence the
incidence or type of injuries

Equipment is paramount when practicing
a sport. Is it adapted to the child's size
and in good condition? Is the protection
equipment adequate and complete? With
soccer, for example, it is highly
recommended for young children to play
with a small ball. They also talk more
and more about wearing head protection
in this sport in view of the considerable
number of concussions (however, more
at the high level of competition). Another
example, if the child rides an older child's
old bike, does it fit him? A warning:
protective equipment can give a false
sense of security. It is imperative that the
child understands that judgement is his
best protection.
Has the league and/or trainer made sure
to regroup children of the same calibre?
Moreover, ask those responsible about
the practice schedule. Too many hours
of training risks creating overwork, while
too little time risks under development
of skills leading to injuries.
Is the environment favourable? At times,
the same sport played indoors becomes
more risky (proximity of walls in a
gymnasium, sticky floors, increase in the
speed of the game). You also have to
take into account unpredictable climactic
conditions that can definitely increase
the level of risk (ice, wind, waves, etc.).

Who hasn't had to deal with this
question sooner or later? For parents
whose child has hemophilia, the answer
is far from simple. Torn between the
desire to let the child blossom and the
fear of making a bad decision, they don't
know what to do. There are a number
of guides about choosing physical
activities for hemophiliacs (including the
CHS guide: Green light! Yellow light! Red
light!), but they're sometimes
inconsistent.
Apart from what's suggested in these
guides, there are other factors to consider
when choosing a physical activity. In
order to elaborate the following table,
I based my opinion on a repertory of
documents that included soccer injuries
and appropriate recommendations. With
a bit of imagination, one can quickly see
that the factors enumerated could be
adapted to many sports. I also added a
few elements that I considered just as
important. And so, here's a little table
that can surely complement the guides
available.

HEMOPHILIA TREATMENT CENTRES’ CORNER
Can I play soccer?

What supervision is offered? Does the
trainer ensure an adequate warm-up
period, demonstrations of appropriate
techniques and sufficient general training
to reduce the risk of injury? A well-hit
ball is definitely a safer technique than
“close enough”. Special attention must
be given to the promotion and respect of
the rules of the activity.
The age of the child plays an important
role in injuries. Puberty puts the child at
greater risk. There is a desynchronisation
between the growth of bone and muscle,
which leads to a transitory period where
bones are more fragile, thus increasing
the number of fractures observed in
adolescents. What's more, the
neurophysiologic development in
adolescents shows that there is a rapid
modification in the size of the body, which
can lead to awkwardness.
Do the biomechanical demands of the
sport suit the child? Does he have the
coordination, endurance, strength and
flexibility needed? Would his joint
limitations restrict him from playing this
sport?
Understanding his medical condition is
an important tool in the judicious choice
of a physical activity. During the last family
weekend, young hemophiliacs explained
how they decided to stop playing a sport
because they felt it was too risky for their
condition. It goes without saying that the
parents who were present were amazed

by
Catherine Van Neste
Physiotherapist
Centre d'hémophilie
de l’Est du Québec
Hôpital de l’Enfant-Jésus

Factors that influence
injuries

(incidence or type
of injuries)

Game vs practice

 >  Game: more aggressive

and more competitive

Personality

• “Risk takers”

• Competitiveness

• Aggressiveness

Skill levels

• Appropriate matching for age
and skill levels

• Extent of involvement
( practice schedule )

Environment

• Indoor vs outdoor
• Playing surface

(artificial vs natural grass)
• Unpredictable conditions

Equipment

• Protective
• Size appropriate to child

• Can produce sensation of “false security”

Age

> Pubertal vs chronological

 Contact

• Player
• Equipment

• Ground

Prophylaxis
Status

Player's
Position

Height Speed

Supervision

• Warm-up

• Promotes enforcement of safety rules (parents and trainers)

• Proper techniques and training taught

• Recognition of fatigue

Knowledge of
medical condition

• Severity of hemophilia
(inhibitors, prone to bleeding, etc.)

• Arthropathy

• General health status

Biomechanical requirements
(Kurme and Seuser)

• Does it match the chosen
activity ?

• Biomechanical
predispositions (laxity,

decreased strength, poor
alignment, etc.)

Table 1 : Factors that influence injuries

echodufacteur@schq.org
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to see such maturity. Their youngsters
declared that the reason they came to
their decision was because they
understood their disease.
Our personality influences the way we
approach sports. Is my child somewhat
timid? Competitive? You must also
consider that the atmosphere of official
games is very different from practices:
your child can transform into a real tiger
when the level of competition increases!
Is it a contact sport? Are certain positions
on the team more risky? Is there an
element of height and/or high speed to
the activity?
Finally, the state of prophylaxis can
certainly make a difference between a
simple fall and a bleed.

Other factors to consider

Here are a few points to think about that
are just as important:
• The risks of sport in general. A quick
search on the Internet will let you learn
a bit about the most frequent injuries in
a chosen activity.
• The future in sport: if hockey is
acceptable at a young age, what happens
when contact play is allowed?
• Peer influence: can my child be
influenced to the point where he could
find himself in an inappropriate situation?
Chances are good your child's friends
don't have hemophilia. Why not make
some allies?
• The capacity to have Factor nearby as
well a site for infusion.
• Modifying a sports activity: by talking
with trainers or participants of the activity
and your physiotherapist, many sports
can be modified to adequately meet your
needs. Whether it's a supplementary
piece of equipment, adapting a technique
or an appropriate position on the team,
many things become possible. You just
need to use your imagination! §
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HTCs’ CORNER
(cont’d)

During this beautiful week in March,
I'd like to talk to you about two new
drugs that may have an impact on the
treatment of hemophilia A patients
with or without an inhibitor.
Two articles were recently published
in journals well-known in the world
of hemostasis.
The first article was published in 2011.
This article was entitled: Activated
protein C inhibitor for correction of
thrombin generation in hemophilia
A blood and plasma-1, and is the study
of a product that inhibits protein C,
which would mean an increase in the
production of thrombin, an important
factor in the formation of a clot.
This research project, using the plasma
of 15 subjects with factor VIII
deficiency, showed a decrease in
coagulation time in a radical manner,
going from 453 seconds to 167
seconds. Knowing that the norm for
healthy subjects is 34.6 seconds, we
have reason to rejoice.
For the plasma of a subject with FVIII
deficiency who has antibody levels of
50 UB, the study shows that the
generation of thrombin increases 2.6
times in the presence of the new drug.
Results obtained on whole blood in
hemophilia patients with inhibitors are
also very promising, going from 420
seconds to 212 seconds in a subject
after the addition of the drug to the
blood. Therefore, an activated protein
C inhibitor seems to act on the
formation of a clot in a significant
manner by increasing the formation
of thrombin.
This observation in a laboratory could
translate as the improvement in the
coagulation mechanism in hemophilia
subjects, particularly in those with
inhibitors. We're still far from clinical
use of this drug but the proof seems
to show its efficacy in the laboratory.
The second article published in 2008
is entitled: Efficacy and safety of a
new-class hemostatic drug candidate,
AV513, in dogs with hemophilia A-2.
This study talks about another drug
named fucoidan, which is derived from
marine algae and can be administered
orally and sub-cutaneously.

Fucoidan is the inhibitor of a natural
coagulation inhibitor, the inhibitor of
the extrinsic pathway. By inhibiting a
coagulation inhibitor, clotting is
encouraged (a bit of a twisted idea!)
This drug, which has been tested on
dogs with factor VIII deficiency, also
seems to have a positive impact on
coagulation. The improvement brought
about by this drug could be seen as a
complement to present treatment by
allowing for
smaller doses
and/or
frequency of
products
presently
administered to
hemophilia A
patients. A
research project
on human
subjects could
eventually be
done, to better
evaluate its
efficacy on
humans.
Progressive
phases of the
research
projects will
assure the
quality of future
treatment and
beneficial or
secondary effects on the hemophilia
population. Research projects are very
important for the advancement of
hemophilia treatment and the
participation of treatment centres,
nurses and patients are irrefutable
assets to improving scientific
knowledge.
For those who may be interested, see
the information below to find these two
articles.
I wish you a lovely summer! §

Références :
1. Brummel-Ziedins KE, Whelihan MF, Rivard GE,
Butenas, Journal of Thrombosis and Haemostasis,
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INHIBITORS’ CORNER
Two promising new drugs

by
Claude Meilleur, Pivot Nurse
Quebec Reference Centre for Patients
with Inhibitors
claude_meilleur@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
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2011-2012 New Blood
Campaign
The postal campaign for individual
donations began last December
and has proven successful. Over
one third of CHSQ family members
have participated in this fundraising
campaign. You can still contribute
to this initiative by completing the
donation form available on the
CHSQ website. Thanks once again
for your generosity.

CHSQ Bowl-a-Thons
The first regional CHSQ Bowl-a-
Thon of the 2012 season was held
March 31 in Sorel-Tracy. A great
success with tickets sold out!
Thanks to Isabelle Blette, 2011
Volunteer of the Year, and her
family who, for the past three
consecutive years, have worked
hard to make this activity a success.

The second regional CHSQ
Bowl-a-Thon will be held on
April 28 in Contrecoeur. Other
regional Bowl-a-Thons will be held
this spring on Montreal's South
Shore as well as in the Quebec City
area.
If you'd also like to take part in
organizing this activity in your
region, contact me right away at
gbeauregard@schq.org so that I can
send you the kit and steps to follow
that will guarantee the success of
your activity. Thanks!

The Dance for Life benefit
show

The gala benefit show Dance for Life
will take place on November 10.
We're already hard at work to make
this key event a real success for
public relations and funding for the
CHSQ.
During the summer, youngsters
taking part in summer camp, in the
Mini-camp as well as the youth
group will be invited to actively
participate in the preparation of

FUNDRAISING

gbeauregard@schq.org

by
Geneviève Beauregard
Program
Coordinator

this great event by building set
decorations, by creating animated
videos as well as through their
participation.
Mark this date on your calendar right
away, 10/11/12 to be sure that you
don't miss this unique event.

Benefit concert for the CHSQ
Pascal Blanchette, a young
hemophiliac from Repentigny, along
with Hugo Mitchell and other
members of his band presented a
benefit concert at his school in order
to raise funds for research into
hemophilia and other bleeding
disorders.
Pascal, Hugo and their band raised
the sum of $450 dollars that they
presented to the CHSQ at its offices.
Pascal and Hugo, as well as the other
musicians, received a certificate of
honour attesting to the success of
their initiative. Bravo and thank
you! §

Participants in the Sorel-Tracy regional Bowl-a-thon were very proud to have
raised the sum of $2600 during their event held last March 31. Congratulations
everyone!

Pascal Blanchette, a hemophiliac from Repentigny,
and his friend, Hugo Mitchell, received a Certificate
of Honour for initiating a benefit concert to profit
the CHSQ, an event that raised $450. Congratulations
to you both!
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PARENTS’ CORNER

by
Lisa-Marie Mathieu

echodufacteur@schq.org

The viewpoint of a severe hemophilia B carrier
How do I anticipate becoming a
mother, and more precisely, the
risks involved in giving birth to a
child with hemophilia?
It's a theme that had been
discussed at the last CHSQ family
weekend I attended. Curiously,
what caught my attention most
were the stories from families who
were not aware of their history of
hemophilia,
or those for
whom it
happened
through a
genetic
mutation.
Learning that
your child
has a
handicap
when you're
not
expecting it
must come
as a shock. I
was touched
by those
parents'
courage, and
impressed by
the support
they received
from the
CHSQ and the health professionals
at their treatment centres.
For me, hemophilia has never been
a great mystery. I have lived with
mild bleeding problems all my life,
and have seen my father live with
injections and pain, while limiting
as much as possible the influence
it would have on his life choices.
I've also witnessed the volunteer
work and dedication of both my
parents for as long as I can
remember.
Nonetheless, the future is just as
uncertain and worrisome for me
as it must be for other parents. How
will I handle the challenges brought
on by hemophilia in the life of a
child ? Will I be limited in my career
choices if my son cannot go to
daycare and I have to stay at home?
Will he suffer from not having
access to the same privileges as
other boys?

Hello everyone!
I hope you're all well and that you
had a lovely winter! Unfortunately,
I wasn't able to join you during the
last family weekend and missed
the opportunity to see you all again
and talk with each one of you to
catch up on the past year. I must
say that I'm really disappointed,
but I hope to be able to join you
next year.
For most of us who are already
parents of one or more children
with hemophilia, our view of this
disease is formed by our own
experiences and that of our
children. However, what about a
woman who grew up with her
father living with the disorder,
knowing that she might pass it on
to her own future son or daughter?
I'll let Julia Stewart-Page, daughter
of David Page and Patricia Stewart,
tell you her story.
I'd like to thank Julia for agreeing
to share this part of her life with
us. Accepting and living with a
specific situation is difficult enough,
but sharing it with others shows a
great deal of generosity.
I wish you all a lovely summer!
Enjoy the weather and don't
hesitate to contact us with any
ideas or topics for this column.
Thanks.

***

The Editor-in-chief had quite a
task in mind for me. I took his call
as I was finishing some video
editing for a journalism class. Even
though I'm now in communication
studies and must write several
articles a week, it is another thing
entirely to leave professional
objectivity behind and write about
something so personal.

The truth may sound ironic. Living
with hemophilia on a daily basis
has allowed me to put things into
perspective and, maybe to protect
myself, to become a bit
desensitized. I don't see hemophilia
as a sickness, but as a genetic
heritage. Those who have suffered
from it might think that my
comments are inadequate, not to
mention the difference with the
reality between countries that have
little or no access to treatment.
Nevertheless, I cannot explain it
any other way. To question the
eventual birth of a son with
hemophilia, and try to evaluate its
impact is simply unnatural for me.
In a way, I'd have the impression
I'm distorting the nature of my
father's existence, and of my
grandmother's who gave birth to
him.
Because let's be clear, at the root
of great achievement, there is great
suffering and great need. From there
we can work wonders. My father
would not be the man he is if he
had not had to fight his whole life,
nor I the same woman for not being
a witness to it.
In an ideal world hemophilia would
not exist. And of course I want to
give birth to healthy children, so
they can have all the possibilities
in the world ahead of them to
achieve their full potential. All the
same, I will accept fate — the same
fate that will determine their
qualities, talents and potential,
notwithstanding their genetic
baggage. I can only be thankful to
be well prepared for it. §

Julia Stewart-Page
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CHSQ delegation to the WFH
2012 World Congress in Paris

In this year's budget the CHSQ
included funding for two delegates
to represent it at the World
Federation of Hemophilia (WFH)
2012 Congress in Paris.

A call for applications was sent to
all members and a selection
committee struck. A series of
criteria were established by the
Committee, notably the
commitment of candidates chosen
to share information they would
gather during congress through
CHSQ communication tools.

After studying the letters of
motivation that were submitted,
the Committee selected the
applications of Mylene D'Fana and
Sébastien Bédard. Congratulations
to both of you!

The two delegates will join François
Laroche, 67% of whose stay is
funded by CHS in his role as Editor
in Chief of the National newsletter,
Hemophilia Today, from July 8 to 12,
in Paris.

The CHSQ would like to thank
everyone who submitted their
application for the WFH 2012
Congress and invites them to
reapply for the WFH 2014 Congress,
which will be held in Melbourne,
Australia. §

- F.L.

Survivor benefits for spouses
and children of long-term
survivors covered by the
Multi-Provincial Territorial
Assistance Program (MPTAP)

• Were you directly infected with
HIV through the blood system?

• Are you covered under the
MPTAP compensation plan?

• Did you marry or have children
since September 15, 1993?

If you answered “yes” to these
questions we need to hear from
you.

If you signed the MPTAP
agreement and have
subsequently married, your new
spouse or any children born are
not entitled to survivor benefits!

If this applies to you, we want to
help.

We would like to find out how
many of our members are in this
situation.

The CHS is prepared to lobby
provincial and territorial Health
Ministers with a view to extending
survivor benefits to ALL spouses
and children of directly infected
long-term survivors covered by the
MPTAP, including those spouses
and children who became part of
the claimants’ lives after the time
of applying and being accepted
under the plan.

We are also looking for individuals
who are prepared to join the
working group and help bring this
to fruition.

For more information please contact
Michel Long by e-mail at
mlong@hemophilia.ca or by phone
at 1-800-668-2686. §

- M.L.

The publication of this newsletter has been made
possible thanks to the financial contribution of

these pharmaceutical companies:

IN A WORD


